


 7)   Arrange column B with column A.                                                                                    
       A                           B        

The plights of the workers and farmers Alexander Kerensky

                Bolsheviks party        Maxim Gorky

              Mensheviks  Party         Lenin
                                                                                                                                                               
      
        4 Score for question 8 to 10 

  8)     Bureaucracy has certain basic features. What are they?
  9)     What is E- Governance? What are the benefits it provide to the public?         
10)     Arrange column B with column A .
  

A B

  Utharayanam June 21----September 23

Equinox December 22---- March21

Winter in northern hemisphere March21

Summer in northern hemisphere December 22--June21

                                                   

                                   6 Score for question number11

11)    Explain the circumstances led to the French revolution based on the
        following hints.
            a)   French society
            b)   Thinkers and their ideologies
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Instructions
• 10    Minutes cool off time
•        ,     .This time can be used to read questions choose favourites and plan answers
•            . Read and understand the instructions for each question and write the answer
•          .Score and time should be considered when writing the answer
•      1  11   20.The maximum score for question to will be

 1)       1  Questions a to d carries score each
  )               a Name the policy implemented by the British merchants with the help of
             .                            their motherland in the American colonies
  )          .                                      b Name the transition season from summer to winter
  )            c Name the institution constituted at the national level to prevent
        .corruption
  )            d Who appoints the chairman and members of the Union public service
       ?commission
          2  7  3  Question to carries score each
  2)        ?             What are the reasons for seasonal changes
 3)             Find out the factors that adversely affect the efficiency of public
       ?administration
 4)       ?       What is Greenwich mean time What will be the time of Greenwich
           10:00   ?                                                                   meridian when it is am in India
 5)           ,  What were the changes brought about in the social economic and
            ? political fields of France during Napoleon
 6)         .Explain the importance of International date line
 7)        .        Arrange column B with column A                                                                                 

       A                  B

          Thomas Paine   Declaration of independence

               Thomas Jefferson         American constitution

             James Madison        Common sense

                                                                                                                                                                

                       8  10  4  Questions to carries score each
  8)            Write the importance of the following dates related to the apparent
          .movement of the sun
       ) 21a June
       ) 22b December
  9)             .  Compare the central service and state service in the Indian civil service
 10)      .   ?  Bureaucracy has certain basic features What are they
                              11  6 Question carries score
11)             Explain the significance of the October revolution in the history of
         .Russia
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